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Lake Dallas, TX Least Expensive. Most Expensive. Location: Minneapolis, MN Positives:
certified pre-owned car, warranty, clean history. Location: Chambersburg, PA Location: Shingle
Springs, CA Location: Springfield, IL Used Toyota Camry for Sale - , miles. Get email alerts for
price drops and new listings matching this search. Would you like to view the latest search
results? Zip Code Required X. What is the average price for Toyota Camry? How many are for
sale and priced below market? What Toyota Camry model year and mileage can you get for your
budget? How much does a used Toyota Camry cost? Average Price. What's the price of a Used
Toyota Camry by year? Average price by year. Average mileage by year. Search for a used
Toyota Camry near me See my listings. How to save money when buying a used Toyota Camry?
What colors are the best deals for a Toyota Camry? Least Expensive Color. What Toyota Camry
color has the best resale value? Price differences by car color compared to the average price of
a used Toyota Camry. How does car color affect the average price of a used Toyota Camry?
What is the best time to buy a used Toyota Camry? Good times to buy. Price of Toyota Camry
by Trim. Other Toyota Camry Years. Toyota Camry Trims. Others also viewed these Models
Keep me posted on new listings X. Email me new car listings and price drops matching this
search:. Email Please specify correct email. By clicking "Subscribe" you agree to our Terms and
Privacy Policy. Track price drops for this car X. Email me when the price of this listing drops:.
Please specify correct email. Email me for all future saved listings. The search has been saved
X. The search has been saved. Would you like to get email alerts for new listings and price
drops for the search? Subscribe No. Great Deal. Good Deal. See my listings. Start searching

smarter now. Used Toyota Camry DX. Used Toyota Camry LE. Used Toyota Camry Xle. Used
Toyota Camry Xle V6. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Check out this
car at PremierTroy. All vehicles are reconditioned including mechanical and safety inspections.
Want a second opinion to ensure you are getting a quality vehicle at a great price? All vehicles
are available for you to take to your mechanic prior to sale. Call , click to email, or come in today
to check availability and to learn more about financing and warranty options. Check whether a
vehicle is subject to open safety recalls at safercar. Minor repairs are completed to ensure a
safe mode of transportation for a fair budget. Priced to sell all vehicles are clearly marked. Want
a second opinion? All vehicles are available for you to take to your mechanic we encourage it.
Carfax safety inspection and reconditioning repair orders available for your viewing. Not eligible
for warranty or exchange policy. T WAIT?. All prices are plus appropriate sales tax. Please call
Bob at for details or to schedule a test drive. This comes not only in the form of car loans and
leasing service for drivers from Redding, Chico, Red Bluff and Shasta Lake, but a tenacious
spirit dedicated to getting the flexible terms you deserve. Please feel free to explore our entire
site and see all of the products, services, and pre-buy car research we have to offer. Fuel
economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please
confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. As much as we
like satisfying customers, we like keeping them even more. Check whether a vehicle is subject
to open recalls for safety issues at safercar. Sold as is and for parts only! SE trim. Aluminum
Wheels. That's what we want from the time you walk into our showroom looking for the new or
used Honda vehicle of your dreams to the day you want to trade it in. See dealer for details.
Come see why we are the 1 Chevrolet dealership in the Midwest and 18 in the entire country. On
top of that we have also been awarded Dealer of the year the last 4 years. Proudly serving: St.
While we make every attempt to ensure pricing accuracy. Dealer not responsible for computer
or human error, dealer reserves the right to change prices due to human or computer error.
Price does not include tax, title, license, or administration fees. While we make every attempt to
ensure pricing accuracy, Dealer is not responsible for computer or human error and reserves
the right to change prices if such error occurs. Dont take our word for it. Browse through the
hundreds of options that we have in our online inventory right now. When you want a used car,
truck, or SUV, make Lakeside Auto Brokers your first stop and we may just be your last stop! At
Lakeside Auto Brokers, we pride ourselves on customer service, and we are proud to be able to
serve the Colorado Springs area. With three locations, we are sure to be near you. We can also
serve all the surrounding areas, and with our unique selection of vehicles, we attract customers
from all around. You can browse through everything that we have to offer online, or come to see
one of our locations in person today. Either way, we know that you will be impressed with
everything we can do. That is what makes us the best place in michiana to buy your next pre
owned car truck or SUV. Check out all of our inventory at HeadersAuto. Mishawaka Indiana.
Cheap Trade In!! Purchase with confidence since all of Ds' quality vehicles are thoroughly
inspected. We stock and locate custom high-quality cars in all price ranges for our customers
and friends. No warranty available for purchase. Carfax Report is available. Recent Arrival! You
can make your purchase with confidence and complete your purchase hassle free in a timely
manner. As a Carfax certified dealer we provide a free Carfax with every purchase. Additionally
we will be happy to provide all of our customers with a complimentary Carfax on their vehicle as
well. All financing is subject to credit approval. Prices exclude tax, title, and license and are
valid for Washington residents only. Camry CE, 4D Sedan, 2. White Toyota Camry CE 2. Trade
must be present at time of transaction. We have a state of the art facility that is ready to help
you with your new or used Volkswagen purchase, used cars, used trucks, used SUVs, and used
vans wherever you live. Call us at or visit our website at Must finance through dealer for
advertised price. Description: Used Toyota Camry. Drive Wheel Configuration: front wheel drive.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 9, Manual Engine Type Gas 9, Cylinders
4 cylinders 8, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings.
Listings with recent price drops. Title issue. No accidents. New Listing. Not provided. Showing 1
- 18 out of 10, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Even for a teenager! These cars last forever
and the V6 edition is very fast with a very nice pick up it beat most of my friends brand new
cars, including the Honda accord coupe These cars in particular will last a while as long as you
change the oil every 3, miles or so. Toyota will never be beat by any other car even by Honda. In
my opinion Toyota should bring back the camrys because it is the greatest car they ever built!
My 93 Toyota Camry now has k miles and still runs almost perfect! Read more. Read less. Sign
Up. We try to be a helpful discussion-driven community while maintaining high-quality
discourse and topical content. We are not a concierge or estimating service, a promotional

platform, Consumer Reports, or a replacement for a phone call or Google search. Weekly dream
car fantasy thread. One Million subscribers! Show Video Threads? Helpful bits. Trying to
identify a car? Tint questions and advice? Post them here. Tire reviews? Tires questions?
Remote starter advice. For information on content removal, user warnings, and bans, please see
the Chain of Action page. The wonderful and epic tale of Yoshi the Yaris. Forget the trunk
monkey, check out trash pandas. Doug DeMuro Returns. Car and Driver Lightning Lap. Lemons
Racing Randy Nonnenberg from BringaTrailer. LA Auto Show organizers Doug Demuro. GM
Designer Brian Baker. Motor Trend. Photographer: Larry Chen. Oh lol. I remember riding in a
Toyota Corolla driven by one of my classmates because we were on the FIRST Robotics team
and going I-don't-remember-exactly-where, and getting that same "there is no adult in this car"
feeling. Edit: For anyone who wants to know, I was on Team I'm a 16 year old and dont
remember my team number from middle school competitions, but I guess I'll check in too. Team
1 we were part of the first practice run in Manchester checking in I remember 7 of us fitting in an
eagle talon. My version of his quote is "there's nothing more irresponsible than a DSM full of
teenagers". Record was 9 in my Oldsmobile, but we could have fit at least 3 more in the trunk.
That Talon was probably more cramped than mine though, lol. I hope my kids are never that
stupid. Haha same here. I just hope they survive. Kids do dumb things as their brains develop.
But by the time my kids are older there will be much more self driving and automated safety
features in place. In the world, three things are certain: death, taxes, and kids being fucking
stupid. Being a moron is part of growing up. The one year I did Robotics, it was just us and
Team Waialua in the entire state. Dads best friend ran Team 25! Team middle school,
grandfathered into the robotics competition before vex and lego were a thing and then team in
high school here. My high school car was a Renault Espace it was in Italy. When Italy won the
World Cup, I had 12 people in there partying like there was no tomorrow. Best memories ever!
One of my friends in hs had a new yorker. We got 16 people in it. We ran out of kids before
space. That is a boat. I had a friend in college that had one. He told us about the time in high
school he hit black ice and went off the road and broke a utility pole off. The next day the police
showed up asking him about it. I asked how they knew it was him and he said it was a small
town and he had the only car capable of breaking a utility pole off and still being able to drive
away. Absolutely indestructible. When's the last time you saw a 90s Ford Taurus? I see a 90s
Camry on the road almost every day. Up until I split a couple years ago there was a couple such
Tauruses put-putting around my college town. Definitely a bit before my time. The fact that the
Taurus was the best-selling car in the US for many years, yet is now rare as a blue moon, is a
thought that crosses my mind every now and then. I live in a somewhat eclectic SoCal
community and could probably walk out my door and spot a Huracan and a 90s Camry in about
5 minutes, but I wouldn't bet on seeing a 90s Taurus in the next week. That's your answer. Come
to the Midwest, we have basic old American sedans in droves. I see Taurus' all the time. I only
saw foreign cars in SoCal, nobody buys American in California. Tesla's are american, and
they're everywhere down here. Plenty of Corvettes, Mustangs, Camaros, and Challengers too.
Not to mention the full size pickups and SUVs. My mom has one. Thing is running on hopes and
dreams at this point. She hit a deer with it last summer so I just threw on a junkyard headlight,
hood, and fender. Didn't even bother to line up the panels. Its tan and red. It's the hooptiest
thing you'd ever see. Honestly, its probably dependent on where your located. Out west is alot
easier on cars compared to the rust belt. I live in pa and the salt just destroys cars. I still see
them, but they've become the beat-to-shit, no muffler, broken tail-light beaters that replaced all
the Dodge Neons and Chevy Cavaliers that slowly disappeared. At least here in the rust belt.
Bought it a couple years ago in pristine condition with only 98, miles on it. Mine has about ,
miles on it and the AC still works well. Yours got plenty of life left. Honestly part of what I love
about my Camry is the climate controls. A lot of other little things broken and very rusty and
cosmetically ugly but will be way more fun to drive than the camry. Nothing but maintenance
have I done. Built like a tank. Depending on where. Rust takes the bodies around here. Ten,
fifteen years of exposure to aggressive road salt will do that. My first car was a 92 5sfe camry
5speed in that dark toyota green. I miss it sometimes. It wasn't flashy. Just simple and boxy. I
got a leather oem one that bolts right into my column and it feels great. The steering wheel i
already pulled was from someone doing a part out and i also got some radio mounting brackets
but in the future i might end up doing the celica wheel. The nice thing is that if you ever get
bored with the 5sge is that there are actually a couple different motors you can swap in. You
can build up the 5s and create a 5sgte using 3sgtr parts, or drop in a gen 3sgte depending on
budget, k series, 2gr, 1mz, beams, etc etc etc. I drove a Camry Wagon when I was in law school
mid-oughts. It was my first V6 and I thought it drove quite smoothly. I traded it in for a Sienna
when I graduated, but its legacy was that it ruined 4-banger sedans for me. Hear hear. Yea, the
new 4 cylinder Camry is more powerful than this thing but it sounds extremely unhappy over 4K

rpms. Idk you should peak the new Camry then. Makes more horsepower and roughly the same
torque I believe while getting 39 mpg highway. Driven a few and loved them. The new four
cylinder Camry is a great car. Yeah I'll give you that. Had the same motor and transmission in
my wife's rav4 and it never sounded happy when you got onto it but it certainly put the power
down better than your ears would have you believe. I was going to quip both, but the fact that a
wagon looks this clean right now says legit awesome. It's a Hilux with suburban humbleness.
Looks awesome from the perspective, because we've got about three proper "wagons"
available new in the USA these days, and they're all luxury European brands, and none have
three row seating. And, the twin rear wipers are a neat quirk. At the end of the day, though, it's
still a 90s Camry. Perfectly practical family car? But any value to an enthusiast is based on it
belonging to a market segment that no longer exists. Imagine if someone mated the longer
coupe doors to the wagon body to make a 2-door wagon Oh I know, I mean some other ones.
Just about every one I can think of had a coupe variant. Civic, Accord, Camry surprisingly ,
Tercel, Impreza, what else? I'm a complete sucker for hypothetical cars made by combining
variants that already exist. Another great example would be putting the long doors of the Focus
3-door hatch on the sedan or wagon bodies to make a 2-door sedan and wagon. A little bit,
except those models never had long 2-door variants from the factory, so they often just use the
4-door front doors , which makes the proportions look off. You're thinking of the model, right?
That was a 2-door sedan , since it shared the same roofline as the 4-door sedan. But "2-door
sedan" is a dirty phrase in the US after about , so it was called "coupe" or just "2-door", like the
Toyota Echo was. Chevy made a 2 door wagon in and Later 2-door models from import
compacts and subcompacts usually did the same. Even though that unique A-body design does
have a pillar, I would consider it to be less a structural pillar and more just a way to get around
having to make a huge, expensive piece of glass, like the earlier Nomad it's clearly emulating.
It's a sunny Friday. You have no homework. Run-thrus went well. Your band shoes are shined.
It's more like a Tuesday, and last period you have Mr Lauber for accounting, but he has the hots
for you, so he doesn't care if you skip. You pile into a Voyager with 6 friends, run to the corner
store, grab a bunch of whoopie pieces, fill them with magic mushrooms, go to the top of the
abandoned Copple Crown ski area, trip out and smoke a bunch of weed With acoustic Beastie
Boys on cassette playing in the background. The first car I drove was my mom's '88 Camry
sedan manual! Not many of those around, and many memories of five kids piled in for a ski trip
up to Vermont and after-school play practices came flooding back. That story about a car full of
teenagers was fantastic. I was in highschool in the 's, and everything you said is still true. My
friend's dad let him drive his 8th gen Accord sedan to school that day and I would give him shit
cause it wasn't the V6 lmao. We drove to Krispy Kreme, blasting really awful music, and the
Accord's speakers just couldn't keep up. And of course being a bunch of attention-whore
zoomers, we recorded the whole thing on our snapchat stories. So I get that the RCR guy and
most viewers are younger, but these definitely were not seen as painfully lame cheap cars when
they were new. They were mostly owned by upper middle class professional types and were not
particularly cheap. This is was choice of a discerning New England Mom. The buyer of this car
was the same person that might own a Volvo Wagon, a Saab, or an older Mercedes Diesel. My
marching band stories in the early '10s included me taking my family's hand-me-down '83 D
turbodiesel on its rusty last legs to the school after my family's hand-me-down Jetta died,
driving a bunch of sophomores in the sax section to practice down the road. Obviously that
probably wasn't the norm, but whether RCR was trying to go for it or not, the younger
generation has been and will probably be driving these same damn cars through a mix of
economic factors and the fact that they're cockroaches. I don't know if Mr Regular was trying to
specifically go for that, but I like it. He did talk about that at length in his review of the '99
Corolla. Camry wagon and Accord wagon are last American style Japanese wagons. These
wagons are replaced by Sienna and Odyssey. My highschool car memories were very different. I
graduated in We never piled into a car, we all drove separately. I remember other shenanigans,
like me in my Saturn sl2 and my friend in his Chrysler new Yorker playing bumper cars at a stop
light. We didn't hit hard enough to do any damage but more pushed each other back and fourth
Some people sitting in the lanes next to us seemed baffled which made it more hilarious to us
lol. I remember my friend got fireworks with his military ID because they were illegal in pa at the
time. But pa sold tons of fireworks to people from out of state. So he bought them with the
military ID which said he was stationed in SC. My ex GF was driving and we were following my
friend. I was hanging out the window shooting bottle rockets at his car twisted metal style and
he was swerving around dodging them. It was epic I remember my friend drawing on my
windows with window chalk. Can't forget the giant veiny cock in the driver window which he
drew squirting jizz which with proper perspective looked like it was in my face I remember my
friend's stretch wrapping my entire truck when I was at work I always thought these wagons

were cool. Seeing two wipers on the rear window for the first time was a trip. I had a 94 sedan
with manual transmission. Such a great car. LE used to be the higher trim. At some point
through this generation XV10 's life cycle, probably the mid-cycle refresh for , the XLE trim
made its debut. Before that, the base cars were DX, and the up-level models were LE. You could
get an LE V6 through at least , if not later. The reason they didn't is that the Windstar offered
about the same interior space in a more fuel- and space-efficient package 12" shorter and 3"
narrower , or if you still wanted the old V8-BOF-RWD-SRA setup, there was the Expedition ,
which was just as fuel- in efficient, but had the larger V8 and more head space, and was still 8"
shorter. This is one of the most beautiful videos RCR has ever done. I own a slightly newer
version of this car only in sedan form, and I concur, the freedom associated with a car like this
is the main point. I love my car. I don't even watch RCR for the automotive content anymore. I
come for the nostalgia of my youth. Yes, even as a former band nerd who can sympathize with
that feeling of freedom, I had to crank it up to 2x speed to get through it. I dream of owning a
late or early 90s Toyota like this. Something that gets me point A to point B and I won't feel bad
if it gets scratched. I have been on the lookout for a camry wagon like this for a while. I would
love to pick one up. They kinda did with the original Venza taller than its Camry platform mate,
but still not as tall as most mid-size 2-row CUVs like the Edge or Murano. It moved about 40K
units a year. Loved that car as it basically cost me nothing to drive. I had the S10 Blazer 4. This
was the late 90s when people were all over the newer models, so a mint E30 wasn't expensive
yet. Another guy in that shop had a E Evo II that he was selling. Teenager me blew out the motor
mounts, diff, and ball joints in that car. Eventually had to sell it to pay off the repairs. Still, all the
times with my friends packed in that car while flying around the backwoods of Atlanta blasting
Outkast and WuTang, wouldn't change a thing. This was fantastic, I was the one with the camry.
It was a 92 5sfe 5speed that I had a blast in. Your video specifically made me remember getting
out of graduation project presentations junior year in , waiting for my other friends to pile in and
get ice cream at mcdonalds blasting panic at the disco or something I had a '98 Camry for
almost 2 years not too long ago. It was a great car. I got rid of it because a neighbor kept
pestering me to sell it to him so his daughter could have her first car. A '00 E replaced it, which
has also been fantastic, but I do miss the simplicity of the Camry. I've been thinking about
replacing the E with an E55 of the same vintage, but I really wouldn't mind getting one of these
wagons, instead. Choices, choices As a Camry enthusiast if I had more money than I knew what
to do with I'd definitely buy and "save" a bunch of these wagon and coupe variants. I had a Gold
Camry wagon 4cyl. Really great car, but I didn't love it, as it wasn't "me". I put about K on it
before the transmission went K; I was terrible at maintaining it. If it had had the bigger engine, I
would have loved it more. It was a super nice car though, I traded "up" for a '99 Volvo S70 that
turned out to be an awful car. I actually lived out of the wagon for a month or so, it wasn't
terrible to sleep in, and I took it on roads I definitely shouldn't have without incident. Use of this
site constitutes acceptance of our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. All rights reserved. Want
to join? Log in or sign up in seconds. Submit a new link. Submit a new text post. Get an ad-free
experience with special benefits, and directly support Reddit. We're Reddit's central hub for
vehicle-related discussion, industry news, reviews, projects, videos, DIY guides, advice, stories,
and more. Who we are: We try to be a helpful discussion-driven community while maintaining
high-quality discourse and topical content. Who we aren't: We are not a concierge or estimating
service, a promotional platform, Consumer Reports, or a replacement for a phone call or Google
search. No direct image links. Helpful bits Have you Googled it yet? Post them here Tire
reviews? Remote starter advice Car trouble? Please do not delete your threads. Our banned
domain list Self-promotion guidelines For information on content removal, user warnings, and
bans, please see the Chain of Action page. The wonderful and epic tale of Yoshi the Yaris
Forget the trunk monkey, check out trash pandas. Welcome to Reddit, the front page of the
internet. Become a Redditor and join one of thousands of communities. Want to add to the
discussion? Post a comment! Create an account. Team represent. How soon they forget the
deals they signed sigh There needs to be a word for "No adult in the car" feeling. Team here.
Was Wailua competing at the time and were they dominant? In the other diesel Volvo wagon we
found the zero to sixty was about 13 seconds. Team checking in! It seats about 20, you say?
Also a Car was awesome. A good majority of them are still on the road today. I may be biased
though. They seem so rare these days. What have you done on yours? Best of luck man. It's the
reason V12 is so smooth. It drives like a Camry. Steering is not direct. Power was enough back
then. Don't buy it unless you like the reliability and the bargain that it represents. For the same
amount of money, a BMW E36 i
highlander owners manual
1989 chevy s10 pickup
2001 ford f150 fuses

n excellent condition is a better enthusiast choice. Edit: My phone disagrees, but it is Venn
diagram. I forgot that there was the slightly different body style. It was the best car I have ever
driven. That no adult in the car feeling is so liberating. It feels like the world is getting bigger.
They are uber rare though. Yea idk our shenanigans were different than what he's describing
Great first car. As of , the LE V6 was available once again, until at least Apologies for the geeky
gander down Camry Spec Boulevard. If Ford made a wagon Crown Victoria!!! Oh, and did I
mention? RWD too! No need to imagine. GM B-platform wagons exist. Edit: formatting. Also -shots fired at Star Citizen, lmao. Wanted one over an outback. Pure reliability and practical.
Awesome car, rare in the UK. It's what fuels most of Barrett-Jackson's profits. And about 8 more
sedans. I had one of these in green and it was amazing when I worked as a courier. I miss that
truck. Am I correct? Thanks for the nostalgia!

